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It is important for investors to know that the companies in which they 

invest understand, prioritize, manage and report on the risks connected 

with their business. COVID-19 has highlighted the many ways in which 

people across a company’s workforce and value chain can be at risk 

of harm from business decisions and actions. It has also brought into 

sharp relief companies’ own dependence on these same people in their 

workforce, supply chain, retail outlets, delivery providers, customer 

base and local communities.  

Companies’ disclosure in relation to targets they set for human rights risk 
management and how they track their performance provides investors with 
an important insight into how well these issues are likely to be managed 
in practice. However, this aspect of companies’ disclosure often falls short. 
Based on Shift’s review of the human rights reporting of over 150 companies, 
we see many failing to provide insightful disclosure in relation to this 
important aspect of human rights due diligence.

This report examines five excerpts from reporting by five different companies 
in relation to their target setting and tracking of performance in relation 
to human rights impacts. Our focus is not on profiling the latest or leading 
practices in addressing human rights risks – though many do reflect such 
leadership; rather, we aim to highlight facets of reporting that can provide 
readers with some confidence that a company is thinking in meaningful ways 
about human rights challenges and its role in addressing them. The excerpts 
are selected for their relative strengths in this regard, and a brief analysis in 
each case highlights the insights a reader can glean from the disclosure, and 
therefore what to look for in other companies’ reporting.
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None of the excerpts is put forward as a perfect model nor should be taken as 
guaranteeing that all human rights risks are being managed in alignment with the 
UNGPs by the companies concerned. Reporting is a window into performance, not a 
mirror of that performance. Moreover, some of the companies concerned have taken 
further action, and indeed published further reporting, since the publication of the 
disclosure excerpted here. Readers who are interested in the latest developments 
should check the companies’ websites for any updates.

 
A lot of company reporting today falls below the quality demonstrated 
in these excerpts. With regard to reporting on setting targets and 
tracking performance in relation to human rights issues, particular red 
flags to look out for are:

• Targets set and tracked in reporting are limited to activities or outputs,  
rather than outcomes for people. Many companies’ disclosure describes activities 
or outputs such as the number of people trained or the development of a new 
policy. On its own, this type of information does not provide evidence about 
whether the company’s activities result in improved outcomes for people.

• The company does not follow up on the extent to which all of targets set in 
one reporting period were met in the next. This omission can leave readers 
wondering whether the company intentionally omitted the results because they 
were perceived to be unfavorable, or because the company is failing to keep track 
of progress against the targets it discloses.

• Data on human rights performance is aggregated such that meaningful 
insights cannot be drawn from the disclosure. Many companies only disclose 
aggregated statistics, such as the total number of supplier non-conformances 
identified in the reporting period. This type of disclosure gives readers little 
insight or detail that could faciliate analysis and tracking of trends and patterns 
over time, such that they might hone in on issues of interest to them.
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OUR SUPPLIER AUDIT FINDINGS: HEALTH AND SAFETY 
Data is taken from audit results relating to the RSP [Responsible Sourcing Policy] Fundamental Principle 9: 
“Workers’ health and safety are protected at work”. There were 9,739 non-compliance issues identified.
Health and safety is the most common non-conformance found in our supplier audits. This is largely due to 
the fact that they are usually the most easily identified…
Overall 92% of non-conformance cases in 2016 where we have complete audit data were closed out with a 
satisfactory action. This is up from 83% in 2015. […] 

U N I L E V E R
Reporting disaggregated data and narrative explanation 
of audit findings

Among companies that disclose 
some data on their supplier audits, 
many provide aggregated and 
vague statistics, such as the total 
number of non-conformances in 
the reporting period. This type 
of disclosure gives readers little 
insight that could faciliate analysis 
and tracking of improvements 
or setbacks over time. In this 
excerpt, the company breaks 
down supplier non-conformances 
based on the specific mandatory 
requirement that was not met, 

the business area and the region, 
which provides readers with 
confidence that it is tracking 
its audit results across all of its 
salient human rights issues in 
a way that faciliates analysis 
and the identification of trends. 
Disclosing this disaggregated 
data provides insight into how 
the company systematically 
tracks developments in its 
supply chain, helps readers to 
understand the breakdown of 
issues and focus in on those of 

greatest interest to them and 
suggests the company is able to 
find cross-cutting insights about 
needed improvements, beyond 
the correction of individual non-
conformances.  

Many companies present supply 
chain audit data not only in 
aggregate form but also with 
little or no context to support its 
interpretation. In this excerpt, 
Unilever shares a brief narrative 
about why health and safety 

2017 Human Rights Progress Report, p. 51, 79

ANALYSIS

NON-CONFORMANCES VERSUS MANDATORY 
REQUIREMENTS  
Numbers of non-conformances during 2015 and 2016

Fire safety:  1,315
Training and understanding of workers:  1,291
Records are correctly maintained:  1,245
General health and safety:  948
Chemical and electrical safety:  879
Medical facilities and practices:  870
Risks are assessed and managed:  790
Local legal requirements are respected:  668
Water and sanitation:  583
Emergency exits:  559
Fire alarms:  312
Policies and procedures in place:  279

CONFORMANCES BY BUSINESS 
AREA  
Issues recorded during 2015 and  
2016, listed by business area

Packaging:  3,172
Chemicals:  2,267
Operations:  1,089
Ingredients:  1,012
Commodities:  813
Third-party manufacturing:  670
Other*:  716 
[* Marketing & business services 280, 
Third-party logistics 159, Capital 
expenditure & Maintenance 154, 
Re-packer 7]

Non-conformances per country by salient issue 2016…
This [chart] shows an increase in the number of non-conformances compared to 2015, which is directly linked to 
the number of audits conducted (an average of 900 more audits for the first top four countries: India, Indonesia, 
China and Brazil). Importantly, these four countries are part of the top six countries with the highest number of 
sites globally, which impacts the number of audits. The data needs to be interpreted with this caveat taken into 
account.

LOCATIONS OF NON-
CONFORMANCES
Non-conformances during 2015 and 
2016 by region

South Asia:  2,394
SEAA [South East Asia  
and Australasia]:  2,407
Latin America:  1,928
North Asia:  1,113
NAMET:  869 
[North Africa Middle East  
and Turkey] and RUB [Russia, 
Ukraine and Belarus]  
Europe:  275
North America:  169

Original data in form of a graph may be found on pages 51 and 79 of the ‘2017 Unilever Human Rights Progress Report’
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https://www.unilever.com/Images/human-rights-progress-report_tcm244-513973_en.pdf


issues are such a high proportion 
of the non-conformances found in 
its supplier audits. This provides 
an honest reflection that in 
practice the non-conformances 
may be as great or greater in 
relation to other, harder-to-
identify issues. It helps the reader 
understand how to interpret the 
data, provides confidence that the 
company is being transparent and 
suggests that it is using the data 
for meaningful internal analysis. 

Similarly, many companies 
report that the number of 
non-conformances identified 
through audits has decreased, 
and conclude or imply that this 
indicates that performance 
among suppliers has improved. 
However, that conclusion does not 
necessarily follow from the data, 
as fewer non-conformances might 
indicate a range of other factors. 
Here, the company openly shares 
that non-conformances identified 

increased year-over-year, while 
placing that in the context of a 
substantial increase in the total 
number of audits, particularly in 
high-sales markets. This helps 
readers understand better what 
they can and can’t read into this 
data.

ANALYSIS

QUESTIONS FOR INVESTORS
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Non-conformances per country by salient issue 2016…
This [chart] shows an increase in the number of non-conformances compared to 2015, which is directly linked to 
the number of audits conducted (an average of 900 more audits for the first top four countries: India, Indonesia, 
China and Brazil). Importantly, these four countries are part of the top six countries with the highest number of 
sites globally, which impacts the number of audits. The data needs to be interpreted with this caveat taken into 
account.

U N I L E V E R
Reporting disaggregated data and narrative explanation  
of audit findings

• Does the disclosure provide data on human rights 
performance that is sufficiently disaggregated to allow 
readers to see trends and patterns and hone in on issues 
of interest to them? 

• Does the disclosure put data into context, helping 
readers understand both what they may and may not 
reasonably infer from it, and provide confidence that the 
company is itself using the data to conduct meaningful 
analysis that can support improvements in practice?

2017 Human Rights Progress Report, p. 51, 79

https://www.unilever.com/Images/human-rights-progress-report_tcm244-513973_en.pdf


In some companies’ disclosure, 
human rights performance-related 
targets are set but the next year’s 
reporting does not follow up on  
the extent to which all of those 
targets were met. This omission  
can leave readers wondering 
whether the target was met, 
whether the company is not 
keeping track of progress against 
the targets it discloses or whether 
the results were not favorable 
and it chose not to disclose them. 
Nestlé provides transparency 
about its progress towards the 

targets it has set for itself, which 
range across targets at the level 
of governance, processes, specific 
programs addressing specific 
human rights issues and review and 
improvement efforts. It shares that 
one goal was not met in the original 
timeframe. This openness provides 
some degree of assurance that 
where circumstances change and 
those targets must be amended, 
the company will be transparent 
about both that fact and the 
circumstances. 

Many companies’ disclosure only 
includes high-level, one-off or time-
bound targets. By sharing a target 
that involves setting up systems to 
measure the number of workers 
reached and benefited over time, 
the company suggests it will share 
data in its future disclosure that 
relate to outcomes for workers. 
Where companies report on why 
they chose certain metrics to report 
on, how those measurements 
are determined and what the 
anticipated human rights outcomes 
for stakeholders will be, this 

2018 Creating Shared Value report, p. 32, 34, 35

ANALYSIS
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2017 Human Rights Progress Report, p. 51, 79

“Assess and address human rights impacts…
Progress against our objectives

By 2018: Carry out six human rights impact 
assessments in our upstream supply chain*.  
[*Our partner the Fair Labor Association has an 
ongoing program of assessments in our upstream 
supply chain, which will inform our human rights 
work. Because of this, we have extended this 
objective to 2020]
In progress: Four human rights impact assessments 
have been carried out since 2017.

By 2019: Have a functioning governance structure in 
place in all markets that looks after human rights risks 
and opportunities.
In progress: In 2018, we deployed a toolkit for Market 
Compliance Officers to support the establishment  
of a governance structure to manage risks and 
opportunities associated with human rights at  
market level…

Protecting children and workers…
Progress against our objectives

By 2018: Start reporting on the number of workers in 
agricultural supply chains having benefited from our 
interventions on selected salient labor rights issues.
In progress: Work is currently underway, and we aim 
to start reporting once we have reviewed 
interventions against the list of salient issues.

By 2020: Start reporting on the number of workers in 
agricultural supply chains having benefited from our 
interventions on all salient labor rights issues. 
In progress.”

N E S T L É
Setting annual targets and tracking progress 

2018 Creating Shared Value report, p. 32, 34, 35

https://www.unilever.com/Images/human-rights-progress-report_tcm244-513973_en.pdf
https://www.nestle.com/sites/default/files/asset-library/documents/library/documents/corporate_social_responsibility/creating-shared-value-report-2018-en.pdf


ANALYSIS

QUESTIONS FOR INVESTORS

• Does the disclosure demonstrate the company has 
a serious approach to tracking performance over 
time by following up on targets set in previous 
reporting cycles, including where targets have not 
been met? 

• Does the disclosure demonstrate that the company 
uses data from tracking and review processes in 
support of continuous improvement?
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N E S T L É
Setting annual targets and tracking progress 

“Grievance mechanisms and remediation…
By 2018: Markets conducting root cause analyses for selected compliance 
cases using tools provided by headquarters.
Achieved: In 2018, we implemented a root causes analysis system to help 
us learn from serious compliance breaches and prevent their reoccurrence.

By 2019: Review grievance systems’ effectiveness with internal and 
external stakeholders to define improvement opportunities. 
In progress: Review process in development.

By 2020: Grievance systems improvement implemented in pilot markets.
In progress: To be implemented upon completion of review process.” 

provides additional insight into the 
extent to which the target or metric 
reflects actual positive outcomes 
for people.

This disclosure outlines the 
company’s past and planned 
activities regarding its grievance 
mechanism in the context of 
continuous improvement. 

This type of disclosure provides 
readers with some confidence 
that the company is tracking its 
progress in relation to particular 
processes, mechanisms, outputs 
and outcomes as a means to 
strengthen these areas of its 
human rights performance.  
This example also reflects that 
external stakeholders will be 

involved in that process, providing 
some insight and assurance as to 
its likely rigor. Where reporting on 
such review processes includes 
information on whether and how 
potentially affected stakeholders 
will be engaged in the process, 
this can offer valuable additional 
evidence that conclusions will be 
well-informed.

2018 Creating Shared Value report, p. 32, 34, 35

https://www.nestle.com/sites/default/files/asset-library/documents/library/documents/corporate_social_responsibility/creating-shared-value-report-2018-en.pdf


T E C K 
Setting goals and tracking progress 

Many companies’ forward-focused 
reporting reflects planned activities 
or outputs as determined by the 
company. Here, on the other  
hand, the company’s disclosure 
shows that its 2020 Sustainability  
Strategy Goals related to 
community engagement are 
focused on setting targets jointly 
with the stakeholders concerned. 
This suggests its activities are 
focused on outcomes deemed 

meaningful by those stakeholders 
and that the related activities 
should therefore build effective 
relationships and mitigate risks 
to both communities and the 
company. 

The specific Key Performance 
Indicators demonstrate the 
company prioritizes avoiding 
significant disputes and making 
efforts to materially improve 

communities’ resources and 
employment. Notably, the company 
provides a specific definition of 
the term “significant community 
disputes” which makes the target 
hard to game. Where company 
targets include specific outcomes 
for people, disclosure on these 
can be particularly insightful for 
investors assessing whether a 
company’s activities and initiatives 
are achieving the intended results.

ANALYSIS

Our Performance in Relationships with Communities in 2019
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Teck 2019 Sustainability Report, p. 38-39

 Our Targets and Commitments…

2020 Sustainability Strategy Goals Status Summary of Progress in 2019

Engage with communities to identify 
social, economic and environmental 
priorities and to mutually define 
outcomes and measures of success.

On track All operations are meeting this goal through specific local initiatives. In 
addition to site-specific engagement activities (see Table 11), this included 
participating in formal working tables and dedicated working groups to 
pursue social development objectives at Teck’s Chilean sites and Red Dog 
Operations, collaboration on local, regional and international community 
investment priorities (for example, partnerships with UN Women in Chile and 
UNICEF globally) and joint implementation of commitments through impact 
benefit agreements at Teck’s Canadian sites…

 Key Performance Indicators

2019: 3 2019: 36% 2019: 72% 2019: $19 million (1.17%)

2018: 0 2018: 33% 2018: 71% 2018: $22 million (1.69%)

2017: 0 2017: 26% 2017: 72% 2017: $13 million (1.71%)

 Indicator

# of significant community disputes* at our operations  
[* Disputes are conflicts between the company and the impacted 
community related to land use and the customary rights of local 
communities and Indigenous Peoples. “Significant community 
disputes” are those disputes that cannot be resolved jointly 
within a reasonable time frame, are repeated or widespread or 
represent potentially significant or long-term financial, legal or 
reputational consequences for the community or company.]

Procurement 
spend on local 
suppliers

Average %  
of local 
employment  
at operations

Amount of funds 
disbursed through 
community investment

 Target

Zero significant community disputes at our operations Increase 
procurement 
spend with local 
suppliers, relative 
to total spend on 
procurement

Increase %  
of local 
employment  
at operations, 
relative to total 
employment

At least 1% of our 
average annual 
earnings before interest 
and tax (EBIT) during 
the preceding five-year 
period
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ANALYSIS

 Key Performance Indicators

2019: 3 2019: 36% 2019: 72% 2019: $19 million (1.17%)

2018: 0 2018: 33% 2018: 71% 2018: $22 million (1.69%)

2017: 0 2017: 26% 2017: 72% 2017: $13 million (1.71%)
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T E C K
Setting annual targets and tracking progress 

This disclosure also provides some 
evidence of progress through 
its year-over-year benchmarking 
against internal targets, as well as 
transparency around challenges 
to progress: namely that after a 
couple of years without significant 
community disputes, the company 
was involved with three during the 
reporting period. The disclosure 
demonstrates the company has 

opened itself up for external 
accountability regarding how it 
progresses against its goals and 
targets over time, including where 
the results are not those that were 
desired. This enables a more 
meaningful dialogue with investors 
regarding what led to the three 
community disputes and what 
progress has been made towards 
their resolution.

QUESTIONS FOR INVESTORS

• Does the disclosure share how 
planned activities or targets are 
selected in order to achieve 
desired outcomes for people? 

• Does the disclosure indicate 
that the company sets goals that 
cannot be manipulated through 
flexible interpretation?

• Does the disclosure enable a 
discussion with investors and 
other stakeholders regarding 
the company’s human rights 
performance, challenges and 
lessons learned?

• Does the disclosure suggest the 
company doesn’t solely aim to 
paint a positive picture of its 
progress?

Teck 2019 Sustainability Report, p. 38-39

https://www.teck.com/media/2019-Sustainability-Report.pdf


Many companies’ disclosure 
describes capacity building 
activities the company undertakes 
in the supply chain, but typically any 
data provided on those activities 
is limited to the number of people 
trained or hours of training. On its 
own, this data does not provide 
insight into how effective the 
training programs are in achieving 
improved outcomes for people.  
Few companies provide back-
ground on the context of the 
capacity building efforts that would 
demonstrate whether and how 
those efforts can improve outcomes 
for people. This excerpt, however, 
provides context to the reader that 
indicates both that the company 
has an understanding of the lived 
realities of its supply chain workers, 
and that it had a particular theory of 
change in mind for how the training 
could improve their lives. 

To determine whether an existing 
program to benefit supply chain 
workers was also serving its aims  

to address the company’s  
salient human rights issues, the 
company reports that it initiated  
an independent assessment.  
This suggests that people within 
the company are attuned to  
finding, evaluating and taking 
advantage of opportunities to 
improve the situation of workers  
in their supply chain based on  
their salient human rights issues. 

Few companies share data that 
specify how they know their 
activities achieve improved 
outcomes for people. In this 
excerpt, M&S shares data that 
indicate that workers perceive 
certain elements of their workplace 
experience have improved since 
the intervention (including the 
sense of an improved culture of 
respect and increased ease of 
raising issues with management). 
This information provides 
confidence that the company 
seeks out workers’ perspectives 
in determining the success of its 

supply chain efforts. By reporting 
on how a capacity building effort 
was assessed for its relevance to 
the company’s salient human rights 
issues, and accompanying this with 
data on perceived outcomes for 
people, this disclosure suggests the 
company is focused on measuring 
what matters to evaluate its human 
rights performance.

ANALYSIS
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M & S
Measuring human rights outcomes of a program to reduce  
poverty in the supply chain

“Empowering people to break the cycle of poverty through Emerging Leaders Training

Many workers in our supply chains have had little 
education. They find themselves living in challenging 
situations at home, locked in a cycle of poverty with 
few opportunities to develop new skills, gain 
promotions or establish their own business ventures. 
This in turn prevents them from saving towards their 
families’ healthcare and education or support their 
communities. In 2013, M&S partnered with the NGO 
Emerging Leaders to deliver leadership training for 
more than 35,660 people in six countries. In 2016/17 
the partnership was rolled out to India, Senegal and 
Ivory Coast. Whilst the course wasn’t developed to 
tackle human rights issues, it became very clear from 
witnessing the programme that the materials did help 
address some of these. We therefore commissioned 
an independent assessment to explore how the 
Emerging Leaders programme supported our Human 
Rights Strategy and found that it had a positive 
impact on four of the salient issue areas, as well as 
other significant benefits for workers and suppliers’ 
businesses. 

• 63% of workers interviewed feel safer at work since 
the training occurred 

• 36% of workers reported it was now easier to raise 
issues with management than prior to training

• 77% of workers perceived managers to be taking 
Health & Safety more seriously since the training

• 50% of workers strongly agreed that 
communication on site improved

• Workers today are able to save $22 USD per month 
more than before the training

• 60% of workers said respect had increased on site 
since the training

• 59% of workers said that they had witnessed less 
shouting since the training occurred

• 64% of workers across all sites said managers took 
sanitation more seriously since the training

• In Kenya 75% of workers noted that community 
projects had been developed to improve water  
and sanitation”

QUESTIONS FOR INVESTORS

• Does the disclosure provide confidence 
that the company has a theory of change 
behind its efforts to improve outcomes for 
people and tracks whether that bears out 
in practice?

• Does the disclosure provide insight into 
whether and how the company evaluates 
the outcomes for people’s lives that 
result from its processes and initiatives, 
as opposed to just the processes and their 
outputs?

• Does the disclosure demonstrate a 
readiness to seek the perspectives 
of affected stakeholders about the 
effectiveness of the company’s human 
rights efforts?

Human Rights Report 2017, p. 25

Teck 2019 Sustainability Report, p. 38-39

https://corporate.marksandspencer.com/documents/plan-a-our-approach/mns-human-rights-report-june2017.pdf
https://www.teck.com/media/2019-Sustainability-Report.pdf


“

While many large companies 
engage in some industry or 
multistakeholder initiatives, few 
disclose in their own reporting 
how those efforts form part of the 
company’s efforts to set targets 
and track progress in relation to 
their human rights performance. 
By providing some information on 
progress and links to the Accord’s 
website, which includes more 
detailed data, this excerpt provides 
some confidence that the company 
is actively utilizing its participation 
in the Bangladesh Accord to track 
the safety performance of its 
supplier factories. 

ANALYSIS
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Approximately 35% of C&A suppliers are in 
Bangladesh. All of C&A’s suppliers’ cut-and-sew 
factories in Bangladesh have been inspected and 
corrective action plans (CAPs) have been developed 
for each of them. To support the complex and highly 
technical aspects of the corrective actions and 
remediation, we developed a strong technically 
expert team in Bangladesh. We’ve also arranged 
training sessions for Accord engineers to share their 
knowledge with suppliers.

To date, 96% of the issues identified across C&A’s 
operations have been corrected, up from 92%  
in 2017, with the remaining CAPs in the process of 
remediation [Official data from the Accord may vary 
because they must verify the corrective actions 
before their numbers gradually match ours.].  
The main reason for those still in the process of 
remediation is the addition of several new production 

units to our supplier list in 2017. Their remediation 
plans are at an earlier stage than the rest of our 
suppliers. Read more on the Accord website

Accord 2.0

The Bangladesh Accord has now been in place for 
nearly six years. C&A has been recognised as one of 
the brands that has made a dedicated effort to 
making this initiative successful, having been part of 
its steering committee since inception. In 2017, we 
were one of six organisations selected to help define 
how the agreement should be extended past its 
five-year anniversary.

Together, we agreed that the Accord has made  
great progress in raising awareness on important 
safety measures, empowering and involving  
workers, and driving real change in fire and  
building safety in the Bangladesh garment industry. 

C & A
Setting targets and tracking progress through active 
participation in a multistakeholder initiative

“Case study: Improving building and fire safety in Bangladesh

https://bangladeshaccord.org


“

Additionally, few companies 
disclose in their own reporting 
those targets within collective 
iniatives that are relevant to 
strengthening their own human 
rights performance — and that 
of their peers. By describing the 
importance of the Accord, how the 
company worked with the other 
parties of the Accord to set targets 
for the initiative and what those 
targets are, the company provides 
confidence that its participation in 
the initiative is a meaningful part of 
its forward-looking efforts to track 
and achieve progress.

After describing the Accord’s role 
in the company’s own tracking 
processes, the company uses its 
reporting to amplify its concern 
about the future of the Accord. 
This provides further confidence 
in the company’s commitment to 
leveraging collective efforts based 
on mutual accountability and 
collective target setting to drive 
industry-wide progress.

QUESTIONS FOR INVESTORS

• Does the disclosure suggest 
the company views its 
participation in industry and 
multistakeholder initiatives 
as a means to set shared 
targets and support mutual 
accountability for progress? 
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After fruitful negotiations among the brands’ 
representatives, IndustriALL Global Union, and local 
stakeholders, it was decided that the Accord would 
be extended until May 2021, with some important 
additions:
• Strengthening brands’ commitment to freedom of 

association based on the ILO Core Conventions
• Enlargement of the scope to include tier-2 

productions units (such as printing and laundries) 
on top of cut-and-sew factories

• A clear description of when and how the work of 
the Accord will be handed over to the Government 
of Bangladesh

The renewed Accord was signed at the OECD Global 
Forum on Responsible Business in June 2017 with 
C&A representing the brand community. The new 
Accord is important for us because it extends 
independent, expert building safety inspections for 

three more years, ensuring that safety 
improvements achieved under the first Accord will 
be maintained and that any new findings in any 
factory will be addressed.

Despite the encouraging progress of 2017, we are 
concerned about the uncertainty of the Accord 
going forward. During the last months of 2018 and 
beginning of 2019, the capacity of the Accord to 
perform has been limited due to a number of court 
decisions in Bangladesh that remain open. We are 
deeply committed to the good work of the Accord. 
As founding members and as a company dedicated 
to building safety, we believe the Accord is the best 
way to address the Bangladesh apparel industry’s 
fire safety challenges. Should the Bangladeshi 
courts decide the Accord will no longer be permitted 
to do this work, C&A will still focus on ensuring safe 
working conditions in Bangladesh.”

C & A
Setting targets and tracking progress through active  
participation in a multistakeholder initiative

C&A Global Sustainability Report 2018: Safe and Fair Labour

https://sustainability.c-and-a.com/uk/en/sustainability-report/2018/sustainable-supply/safe-and-fair-labour/
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This report is part of Shift’s Dissecting Disclosure Series. Other resources in the series are:

To learn more, go to: shiftproject.org/dissecting-disclosure-series/

Dissecting Disclosure: 
Drawing from Company 
Reporting on Engagement 
with Vulnerable 
Stakeholders

D I S S E C T I N G 
H U M A N 
R I G H T S 
D I S C L O S U R E
A  T O O L  F O R  I N V E S T O R S

ENGAGEMENT WITH VULNERABLE  
STAKEHOLDERS

DRAWING FROM COMPANY REPORTING ON:

1

D I S S E C T I N G 
H U M A N 
R I G H T S 
D I S C L O S U R E
A  T O O L  F O R  I N V E S T O R S

EFFORTS TO TACKLE GENDER-BASED  
IMPACTS

DRAWING FROM COMPANY REPORTING ON:

2

Dissecting Disclosure: 
Drawing from Company 
Reporting on Efforts to 
Tackle Gender-based  
Impacts

Dissecting Disclosure: 
Drawing from Company 
Reporting on Taking  
Action on Risk  
Identification

DISSECTING HUMAN RIGHTS DISCLOSURE: A TOOL FOR INVESTORS 

D I S S E C T I N G 
H U M A N 
R I G H T S 
D I S C L O S U R E
A  T O O L  F O R  I N V E S T O R S

TAKING ACTION ON SYSTEMIC  
HUMAN RIGHTS CHALLENGES 

DRAWING FROM COMPANY REPORTING ON:

4

Dissecting Disclosure: 
Drawing from Company 
Reporting on Taking  
Action on Systemic  
Human Rights Challenges

Dissecting Disclosure: 
Drawing from Company 
Reporting on Examples of 
Targeted Action

DISSECTING HUMAN RIGHTS DISCLOSURE: A TOOL FOR INVESTORS 

D I S S E C T I N G 
H U M A N 
R I G H T S 
D I S C L O S U R E
A  T O O L  F O R  I N V E S T O R S

EXAMPLES OF TARGETED ACTION 

DRAWING FROM COMPANY REPORTING ON:

5

https://shiftproject.org/resource/dissecting-disclosure-series/intro/
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